[Tyrer's Brief Scale for Anxiety used with outpatients. First validation in the French language].
The brief scale for anxiety of Tyrer is a subdivision of the comprehensive psychopathological scale. We studied a serie of 105 anxious outpatients treated for chronic or reactive anxiety, without depressive or psychotic symptoms. We confirm its sensitivity to change, prove its concurrent validity in regard to the Hamilton anxiety rating scale and demonstrate that the brief scale for anxiety is a reliable instrument to assess anxiety with outpatients. Nevertheless the assessment of its internal validity raises the question of the item's selection at the time of the elaboration of the rating scales according to the scale's purpose. Indeed, must we attempt to register all the symptoms of the anxious syndrome, with the risk of including less specific items? Or must we choose the most characteristic and specific items with the risk of obtaining a more reductionist inventory, but more reliable in a "transnosographic" perspective?